Abstract of a Noteworthy Presidential Address.
Q! all the speeches made at the time of its presentation are published in the contemporary medical Journals, but in the abstract which follows we give ^served prominence to certain sections which have a particularly important bearing upon the medical Cities of-the future.
^~e are not far from the beginning of the great task to which we have put our hands, but the rapid accession to our ranks of numbers of the medical and kindred ?rganisations -which it is our aim to bring together for c'?unse] and common action -warrants the belief that our jfiovenient is destined to ultimate triumph. Our Nay, it will be more than that, for it will be able to declare the best mind not only of the medical but of the allied professions.
Let for discussion the views which it entertains on any matte1 of common interest. But whether those views secure t-h? concurrence of the Federation or not, it will be absolute!} free to take whatever separate action it pleases. The Federation's first and greatest function is that of coordination. Its conferences will all be round-table conferences, in which no priority or predominance can 01 will be claimed by any. So far from running any risk absorption, each of the constituent bodies will have it5 independence established on a more unassailable basis tha'1 ever; it will be able to justify its existence in the eye5 of those to whom it is responsible by pointing to th? results achieved by the allied action in which it has p31" ticipated, results which will be far superior to any th^ could have been accomplished by its isolated efforts. Tl'e Federation,. I boldly assert, has no prejudices, no rival' ries, no antagonisms.
